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New prank book filled with fun jokes and prank ideas to fool your friends thatâ€™s secured with a
padlock to keep prank secrets safe.Prank Star is packed with 100 jokes and pranks to fool your
friends and punk your pals!Â The book is bursting with fun pranks to try out on your friends,
including making your own fake sick, making a â€œspareâ€• finger, or creating a disgusting donut!
Other pranks require no equipment â€“ just cunning! The book also includes true-life pranks and a
section at the back of the book to record your very own proudest pranks.Â A special padlock
attached to the front of the book means you can keep all your prank secrets safe.
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We got this book for my soon-to-be stepson, who just turned 8, for his birthday as part of a "prank
kit" which contained lots of different items that he can use to prank people. He was very intrigued by
this book. He likes that it is his "secret" book with a lock on it (that falls off somewhat easily, I might
add), and tries to make sure that his sister won't see what's in the book. I got this for him just
figuring, what the heck, and assuming that he wouldn't really be very interested in a book, based on
other times that we've gotten books for him. Imagine our surprise when we saw him sitting on the
couch, not playing video games, but with a book! He was flipping through the pages and reading
about the pranks. No, it's not a long book or anything, and there are lots of pictures, but it is a book,
darn it, and he was enjoying himself reading it, which is great. Maybe we should put locks on all of

his books. :)

I bought this book for my 6 year old son and he LOVES it. It is written with about 4 jokes or pranks
per turn of the page, and they are written inside of big blocks or stars (kinda like scrapbook style)
with pictures and things all around. It has a shiny cover with a small lock and key like cheap girls
diaries have. Boys don't usually get locking books, so between that, the eye appeal, and the funny
nature of the content, it was an instant hit. We are going to buy a second one for his Kindergarten
class because he likes it so much.One side note though, it says it is written for ages 9-13. I'd say
that isn't really right considering our youth today and how quickly they are learning. I would say ages
6-10 will probably enjoy this most.UPDATE: My son is now 8 and a half, and he still loves this book!

It was on my granddaughter's Christmas list and it has impressed her very much so it will get lots of
use!

This Prank Star book was a nice gift to go with presents for our little prankster! He likes having the
lock and key to keep his jokes and pranks hidden inside, so I'm sure there will be lots of tricky
surprises for us soon. I noticed some interesting facts in this book as well that adds a little
something extra to it. This is good buy for anyone with a young jokester/prankster!

grandson needed joke things for school and this was inexpensive for the money he thought he
wanted to be a trickster but changed his mind when he seen how it hurt some
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